2014. 11.06.

Jinsei (élet)

2014. 11. 07.

Nyomok – Kerekes Gábor és Pier Penings (NL)

2014. 11. 07.

Nyomok – Asztalos Zsolt, Johan Nieuwenhuize (NL),
Gerco de Ruijter (NL)

2014. 11. 07.

Van képünk hozzá!

2014. 11. 07.

Faluváros

2014. 11. 07.

Aviatika

2014. 11. 08.

Madame Bonbon bemutatja – Historia Femina

(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)

2014. 11. 10.
2014. 11. 10.

(Fonyód)
Budai Rajziskola Archívum

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 11.
(Budapest)
2014. 11. 11.

Kötelék – MOME fotókiállítás

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 11.

In memoriam Bella néni

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 11..

Táj-élmény – 19. Esztergomi Fotóbiennálé

2014. 11. 12.

PhotoVancso Slide Show Estek | 3. rész:
Nemlét és örökkévalóság között

(Budapest)

MemoryLab

(Budapest)

Retracings

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 11.

(Budapest)

RANDOM:
14 – JELEN-LÉT
2014. 11. 14.

(Budapest)

Budai Rajziskola – Privát szféra

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 14.

Talált szöveg

2014. 11. 14.

Múltunkat magunkban hordozzuk a jelenben…

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 18.

Asztalos Zsolt: A másolat

2014. 11.18.

Foto(an)archív

2014. 11. 18.

UNAOC

2014.

Derecske város fotóarchívumainak bemutatója,
fotók kezelésének tapasztalatai

2014. 11. 19.

Szimbiózis – Neoklasszikus Diaporáma

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 19.

Ablakok, kétoldali tükrök

(Budapest)

2014. 11. 19.

PhotoVancso Slide Show Estek | 4. rész:
Álomvölgy – Az üresség felfedezése

2014. 11. 24.

Hámos Gusztáv kiállítása

(Budapest)
(Budapest)
(Budapest)

(Budapest)
(Budapest)

2014. 11. 24.
2014. 11. 25.

Micrograf

2014. 11. 26.

PhotoVancso Slide Show Estek | 5. rész:
Vancsó-World

2014. 12. 08.

Múltunkat magunkban hordozzuk a jelenben…

(Budapest)

Please visit our website for further information. | www.fotohonap.hu

(Budapest)

HuNGARIAN MONTH of PHOTOGRAPHy
www.fotohonap.hu

2

3

BEVEZETÔ

INTRODUCTION
-

-

In November 2014, the Hungarian Month of Photography 2014 festival opens
for the tenth time in order to direct the audience’s attention to photography,
especially to contemporary photographs by the means of several interesting
exhibitions and programs. This year the festival also participates in the activity
ropean Month of Photography”.
Europe commemorates the upsetting events of the World War I on the
occasion of its centenary in 2014. The photo festival in Hungary contributes
to this effort by having chosen historical memory and forgetting, the

employing the means and the opportunities offered by photography as its
-

been produced, which not only address these issues but also represent the
complicated, inscrutable and painful but liberating ways in which memory

-

professional programs enhance the orientation in and the study of the world
of photos.
Due to its intense program of exhibitions, the festival has become an integral

lágában.

Szamódy Zsolt Olaf | fesztivál igazgató

exhilarates the cooperation between galleries, display halls, museums and
educational institutions and unites their work through photography. We would
like to express our thanks to all our enthusiastic sponsors and colleagues for
their contribution to the accomplishment of these events.
Everybody is welcome at the opening ceremony
of the Photo Month 2014 festival
29 October 2014 at Fuga
and at all the other events as well!
Szamódy Zsolt Olaf | festival manager

4
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MEMORYLAB – PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGES HISTORY

MEMORYLAB – PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGES HISTORY

Budapest Galéria Lajos utcai Kiállítóháza
2014. 11. 14 – 2015. 01. 12.

In 2014, the European Month of Photography (EMoP) not only celebrates its
is
telik.
the East and West, the civil war in the former Yugoslavia), artists working in
és terhével viatukon

és
és

-

and the framing of memories paradigmatically illustrate the challenge the

-

beholds his or her work: pictures that appeal to our recollection bring the past
to life, but they also demand that, in remembering it, we remain conscious of
our own present.
The works selected for the exhibition, many of which are highly personal,
show that history is always made up of multiple components: it involves the
past event as such, its (re)construction, and ultimately also us, who seek to
understand what happened in the light of today’s world.

|

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

és

6

-

Artists (Budapest exhibition): Tanja Boukal, Broomberg & Chanarin, Marcell
, Borut Peterlin
, Borut Peterlin

|

és
folyamatos

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

és
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|

|

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

MemoryLab – Photography Challenges History

|

|
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RETRACINGS
– ARCHÍVUMHASZNÁLAT A KORTÁRS FOTOGRÁFIÁBAN

RETRACINGS
– USAGE OF ARCHIVE IN THE CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY

Budapest Galéria Lajos utcai Kiállítóháza
2014. 11. 14 – 2015. 01. 12.

-

One of the most compelling issues explored by artists in recent years
centers on the nature and meaning of the archive, that is, how we create,
store, and circulate pictures and information. This widespread investigation

-

memories are preserved and history decided. The exhibition presents works
by contemporary Hungarian and Romanian photographers and artists who
use photographic images to rethink the meaning of identity, history, memory,
and loss.

-

-

cabinets, and shelves laden with old documents, an inert repository of
historical artifacts. Against this we have another view of the archival impulse

-

formulation that has engaged the attention of so many contemporary artists.
The show explores the ways in which artists have appropriated, interpreted,

-

vehicles of these artistic practices —photography — is also preeminent forms
works presented here take many forms, including physical archives arranged

-

collections of found and anonymous photographs, photographic albums, and
photomontages composed of historical photographs. In spite of the diversity
of subject matter, these works are linked by the artists’ shared meditation
on photography as the quintessential media of the archive. Artistic uses of

Retracings
-

form as found in photography, but the larger relationship of art to historical
Retracings investigates this form as both an artistic

-

Retracings

Retracings

|

|

information and opens new historical vistas. As both an artistic vehicle and

12
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Retracings

Retracings

|

|
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FINN KORTÁRS FOTOGRÁFUSOK

CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY FROM FINLAND

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ
2014. 10. 29 – 11. 21.

és latin-amerikai
-

Finn kortárs fotográfusok

Contemporary photography from Finland
|

-

Saksa’s images, every scar is visible and all the glass eyes have faded, but
still Saksa forces us to relate ourselves with his chosen motifs. By this simple
gesture, he questions how our histories are written and represented through
photography and natural science.
tive use of new software. In the particular case of How I got my Starry Eyes
I scanned old Die-cut Scraps, postcards and my childhood photographs.
I have built the animation mixing together these childhood memories.

|

How I got my Starry Eyes

The upcoming exhibition of Perttu Saksa (b.1977), one of Finland’s most noted young photographers and visual artist, takes us into questions related to
nonhuman, on thinking ourselves through animal Other and to question our
histories with the animal. The exhibition challenges us to examine the way we
perceive ourselves – through fragile images of taxidermic primates, captured

16
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NYOMOK – KORTÁRS BALTIKUMI FOTOGRÁFIA

TRACES – CONTEMPORARY BALTIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ
2014. 10. 29 – 11. 23.

In the framework of Hungarian Month of Photography festival in Budapest
-

-

workshop activity into the scene cooperating with young, emerging experts
searchers addressed social phenomena and problems that concern young
people in their twenties and thirties – their own generation. The workshop
enced their life and achivements.
In 2014 the Hungarian Month of Photography festival is willing to continue
this topic but in wider scale and invite the Baltic countries to tell their opin-

of the 10th photofestival in Budapest. The show focuses more on the usage
of archive, revising history and addressing memory without agelimit among
the invited artists.
The up-date of the topic is in connection with the increasing interest in the
The Baltic project would be initiate self inspection and offer an overview of
how the private archives recall the memory, focusing on the soviet period.
Are the people mentality does differ from those who were born before or

based on the former socialist models but these established models do not
work anymore in the global economy and especially in the global art scene.
The works which we are expected at the planning exhibition would be self-

Traces
|

Plink EE,

|

Nyomok

the way of thinking of all generation.

18

19
Institute, Budapest

Nyomok

Traces

|

|
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Nyomok

Traces

|

|
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“DEPRESSION ERA” PROJECT

DEPRESSION ERA PROJECT – VÁLSÁGOS IDŐ
KORTÁRS GÖRÖG FOTOGRÁFIA
-

methods in contemporary photography by which the components of crisis
are revealed, represented and endowed with sense and meaning. It is also

The artists contributing to the exhibition belong to that new generation of
media, visual languages and aesthetic approaches. Their aim is to get beyond
the scenes of economic and mental crises by the means of interpretive strategies and concepts that might allow the reception of this period to be expandA Depression Era

kuphers, video artists, curators, architects, scholars and designers who have

(www.depressionera.gr).

depressionera.gr
-

The unique quality of the project is provided by its proposed methods of
collective expression, co-existence, shared coordination and widespread dia-

A Depression Era
1

-

approach to crisis through the lens of the camera.

-

-

Angeliki Grammatikopoulou | Kurátor

remain true to the heritage of European photography - for example August
Sander - by both objectively and subjectively observing and unfolding the
transitory phases experienced by all of us.
Angeliki Grammatikopoulou | Curator

24

|

|

unk által megélt átmeneteket.

“Depression Era” Project

1

1 Susan Sontag, Sur la Photographie, Editions du Seuil, 1979, Paris,

. 105

1

Susan Sontag, Sur la Photographie, Editions du Seuil, 1979, Paris,

. 105
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|

|
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“Depression Era” Project

HORVÁTH LÁSZLÓ: LE CORBUSIER: A CSEND KOLOSTORA
LE CORBUSIER: THE CLOISTER OF SILENCE

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ | 2014. 11. 06 – 11. 30.

”
”, jelen
kel, mintha

-

-

|

changes minute by minute, everything is almost completely different,
becoming fresher and more beautiful with each passing hour. During the

28

thoroughly and very carefully, which resulted in this extraordinarily joyous
and playful hide-and-seek game, every minute of which invites one for new
discoveries. Still, everything seems to be precisely at its place, where it is
supposed to be.
László Horváth

|

Modern... The impression it makes changes with the weather constantly and
impressively. When it is cloudy without any sunlight, the cloister looks almost
oppressive without any reliefs, revealing the building materials - especially
concrete and the huge glass surfaces - in every little detail, they are present
in their grey, gloomy way, without any interest. However, the thinnest ray
of sunshine brings all these tiny details into life, as if each single part would

László Horváth: Le Corbusier: The Cloister of Silence

Horváth László

29

TÁJ – ÉLMÉNY

LANDSCAPE – EXPERIENCE

19th Esztergom Photography Biennale

2014. 11. 11 – 12. 08.

-

-

-

genre of the visual arts, inviting contemporary Hungarians photographers to
share their experience of landscapes. It seeks to explore that fundamental, and
by now radically altered, relationship between humans and their environment,
whether it be natural or built. The transformation of the relation to the land and
the landscape is to be underlined because contemporary art, photography
included, regularly explores and exposes the associated problems. Which is
exactly what the creators of the pictures submitted to the Biennial did.
Several of the works represent non-existent places, just as the urban enclassical landscape over time and with regard to subject matter. The artistic
representation of the built environment has always been considered part of
The Biennial’s theme concerns, above all, emotional relations to the land,
the romantic, yearning know since antiquity that humans removed from their
natural contexts entertain and project into the land. This bucolic type of the
landscape is mystical but not terrifying, facilitating solitude and contemplaattitude of the viewer. There is no landscape in and of itself, as it has been infrightening to raging: the land in art serves to represent human emotions.

changes and the moral atmosphere. Never to be understood in its entirety,
-

|

Táj – élmény
|

Landscape – Experience

the representation of human morality.
moralitás kapcsolata.

30
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Táj – élmény

Landscape – Experience

|

|
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ARCHÍVUMOK / ARCHIVES

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár | 2014. 11. 19 – 2015. 01. 10.

-

-

-

-

|

-

National Széchényi Library

-

|

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár

-
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STARTVONAL / STARTING LINE
ELEK ORSOLYA ÉS TIMÁR GERGELY

CSÍKVÁRI ’59

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár
2014. 11. 27 – 2015. 01. 24.

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár | 2014. 10. 28 – 12. 06.
-

-

|

National Széchényi Library

|

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár

-
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FÉNER TAMÁS: FOTOGRÁFIÁK

TAMÁS FÉNER: PHOTOGRAPHIES

2014. 09. 04 – 11. 15.
Féner Tamás

-

Tamás Féner’s solo show Photographies is exhibited two unique series from
his great, human and well-known oevuer presenting the Jewish culture and
identity.

-

Féner, Tamás (Budapest, 17 November 1938)

Féner Tamás (Budapest, 17 November 1938)

-

Film
Színház Muzsika
as photojournalist and as photographic editor for several major newspapers

-

|

|

Training Centre, where he offers courses in photojournalism.

Tamás Féner: Photographies

-

Film Színház Muzsika
editor of
his attention to social themes (Roma, miners, and Jewish issues). His photographic essays reveal his determination to improve society. His methodology
was to learn as much as he could about the chosen topic. Indeed, he spent
years at the selected locations. His work is characterised by unusual camera
angles and the use of novel cutting and editing techniques. He was one of the
initiators of photography courses in Hungarian higher education and helped

38
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|

|
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Tamás Féner: Photographies

ISMERŐS ISMERETLEN

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ
2014. 10. 29 – 11. 23.

UNKNOWN ACQUAINTANCE

archive, which includes about 14 million photo negatives, 1.7 million digital
panding database now consisting of 4 million news items released in the past

|

|

unknown Acquaintance

infographics.
Our aim is to provide access to the photos - including both recent shots
and constantly processed archive pictures - for everyone as soon as possible
poses ranging from research to purchase. Thus the audience may get new
types of impression from the periods in question and one might even come
across some so far unknown photos taken by some of our acknowledged

42
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|

|
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unknown Acquaintance
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A TERMÉSZET MENEDÉKEI:
A DUNA-MENTI NEMZETI PARKOK VILÁGA
2014. 09. 11 – 11. 11.
-

-

-

areas of eight countries alongside the Danube.

48
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GEORGE OSOSDI „NIGÉRIA URALKODÓI
– A BÉKE ÉS A TRADÍCIÓ ŐREI” / „NIGERIA MONARCHS”
– THE CUSTODIANS OF PEACE AND CULTURE
Néprajzi Múzeum | 2014. 09. 20 – 12. 14.

-

George Osodi
Documenting and archiving culture is the key to understanding origins and
important countries in Africa is rich in traditions and customs as well as in
monarchs Though the monarchs hold no constitutional rule but the monarchy structure have remained relevant in the political landscape of the counNIGERIA MONARCHS exhibition will take us into the inner circle of many of these tribes in

behind this project is to travel around this diverse country and go beyond the
portraits to explore the subjects environments, being the custodians of our
cultural heritage and peace.
George Osodi
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HORVÁTH KRISZTINA ÉLETÚT-KIÁLLÍTÁSA
BERND MICHAEL TEICHMANN – NACHTSCHWÄRMER KIÁLLÍTÁSA
MOZDULATMŰVÉSZET-ORKESZTIKA 100+ KIÁLLÍTÁS
-

-

-

-

-

modern mance institution) - An excerpt of pictures and collectibles handled by

House of Art of Movement - Art of Movement Collection) and the pictures of

private collection of its kind, which consists of the school’s and the compain Hungary). Photographies are collected from the very beginning in 1912
and the managers of the Collection countinuously widen tham. The exhibical, thematic or historical display of the more than 100 years old Hungarian
52

Collection.
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FOTÓFALU 2014

„MÚLTUNKAT MAGUNKBAN HORDOZZUK A JELENBEN...”
Bálint Ház, Budapest | 2014. 10. 06 – 10. 13.
Katona József Emlékház, Kecskemét | 2014. 10. 24 – 11. 10.
Kecel | 2014. 11. 14 – 11. 30.

-

-

has remained, narrates. Narrates and reminds that we can remember our
own past and carry it within us. Buildings, cemeteries and lots of objects, all
and all community lives. How did former Jewish communities live before the

54
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BEAUTIFUL CHINA-BEAUTIFUL HUNGARY
FOTÓALBUM BEMUTATÓ KIÁLLÍTÁS,

BEAUTIFUL CHINA-BEAUTIFUL HUNGARY
th

-

anniversary of the Hungarian – Chinese Friendship
Association’s establishing and the assuming of the diplomatic connections
in 2014. For this reason the Association of Hungarian Photogpraphers has
welcomed the delegation of the chinese photographers. In this program the
chinese photographers show Hungary, while the hungarians show China

-

While our members visited Beijing, Nanjing and Chengdu, the chinese
-

with Beijing already in the 70s, but the chinese photographers has also came
the selection and the edition of the album begin, which was done by the
contributors of the biggest publishing house in China, the China International

-

The opening ceremony of the exhibition and the book premiere – showing
the characteristics and the life of the inhabitants of the two countries – will be
held in MÜPA on the 10th October, 2014 in the afternoon. The exhibition can
be visited by the 5th November, 2014.

Wang Dajun, Duan Wei, Dong Fang, Yang Jia
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SZELLEMKÉP 20 HOLDUDVAR FESZTIVÁL
20 ÉVES A SZELLEMKÉP IV.

CHRISTIAN STRASSEGGER:
EASTSTYRIAN ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS

Patyolat kulturális befogadótér | 2014. 10. 17 – 11. 30.

Osztrák Kulturális Fórum | 2014. 10. 21 – 11. 13.
-

-

-

20 Festival”. In addition to the exhibition of our students’ and teachers’ phoetc. will be held in the period of October-November 2014.

58
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ZSITVA TIBOR: TORZTORZÓK

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ | 2014. 10. 22 – 11. 04.

MÁTHÉ ANDRÁS: MEZTELENEK ÉS EGYÉB KÉPEK

Kölcsey Központ Bényi Terem, Debrecen | 2014. 10. 22 – 11. 16.

-

vagyunk.

I have been taking photos of domestic waste and garbage for long time.
degradation is an uncommon and interesting sight for the human eye. Nude
is one of the photographers’ classical and recurring subjects, the portrayal of
often seen disgusting, although these are also parts of us.
The exhibition displays beautiful and ugly bodies, attractive and repulsive
subjects.

TORZTORZÓK
az
EGÉSZet
keresem...
csak
RÉSZLETeket
látok ...
torz
SZEMLÉLETtel
lesem
az
Eltorzult VILÁGot ...
Zsitva
60
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ERWIN OLAF FOTOGRÁFIÁI A MODEM-BEN
THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF ERWIN OLAF IN MODEM

MODEM, földszinti kiállítótér | 2014. 10. 26 – 2015. 02. 01.
-

-

-

-

photographer’s images, who is known by his scenic and striking design, are

real world, he translates the happenings of the external world and the taboos
of society to his unique visual language. His photos implicitly visualises the
The sophisticated and provocative style of Erwin Olaf conquered the advertisement world too, from the 90s he is considered to be one of the most
popular commercial photographers. Hallmarked with his name, Diesel Jeans,
From October the visitors of MODEM can gain an insight to the peculiar
world of the world famous photographer through his series from the last dec62
The curator of the exhibition is Wim van Sinderen, the director of The Hague
Museum for Photography.

Kulcslyuk III., Kulcslyuk sorozat
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MUCSY SZILVIA – SZEMÉLYES JELENLÉT /
PERSONAL PRESENCE

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ | 2014. 10. 29 – 11. 23.

-

-

-
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VANCSÓ ZOLTÁN: RENDHAGYÓ FOTÓKIÁLLÍTÁSOK MOZIVÁSZNON!

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTO EXHIBITIONS ON MOVIE SCREEN!

EuroCenter Mozi, Budapest

ve,
-

él

-

his series of images – the result of years of work –, projected onto the movie
screen, accompanied by carefully selected music. Earlier these photos could
be seen mainly in exhibitions or photo albums.
This time we can enjoy his rich and diverse, persistently and consciously
lutions, which will be made more personal and memorable by the author’s
personal introductions.
Performance #1 | 10. 29. | STILL MOVIES

10. 29. | ÁLLÓFILMEK

-

Performance #2 | 11. 05. | uNINTENDED LIGHT

11. 05. | SZÁNDÉKTALAN FÉNy
-

the extended series of the photobook Unintended Light – World Premiere.
background music of each slide show is built up. Also, the poetry of the im-

Performance #3 | 11. 12. | BETWEEN NOTHINGNESS AND ETERNITy
Colour and black and white photos encounter the thoughts of the philosopher

s | 11. 12. | NEMLÉT ÉS ÖRÖKKÉVALÓSÁG KÖZÖTT

if you have photographed everything, but you feel that you have just become

11. 19. | ÁLOMVÖLGy – AZ ÜRESSÉG FELFEDEZÉSE
Álomvölgy

-

11. 26. | VANCSÓ-WORLD/THE PETER GABRIEL SLIDE SHOW
66

Performance #4 | 11. 19. | LANDSLIDES – EXPLORING THE VOID
Landslides look for the core of nature, the original, worldly home
of the human being, the secretive and radiant centre where we all are one. The
string of pictures can be interpreted as an attempt of reconstruction. The photos focus on this point, they try to show the shapeless behind the shaped and

Performance #5 | 11. 26. | VANCSÓ – WORLD /
THE PETER GABRIEL SLIDE SHOW
some of his less known pieces, soundtracks will accompany the screening of
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BUDAPESTI VÁROSVÉDŐ EGYESÜLET – BUDAPEST ARCHÍV

AZ ÉV TERMÉSZETFOTÓSA 2014

EÖTVÖS10 Kerületi Közösségi Színtér | 2014. 11. 03 – 11. 29.

Magyar Természettudományi Múzeum | 2014. 11. 04 – 12. 31.

-

-

-
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-
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MONOKRÓM 2 / MONOCHROME 2

Galéria 12 Kávézó és Borbár | 2014. 11. 03 – 11. 29.

mutatni.

12. As the continuation of last year’s exhibition MONOCHROME, this year in
our new exhibition MONOCHROME 2 we would like to exhibit exclusively
monochromatic (single color or in back and white tones) photos and graphic
images made by analog or digital techiques.The topic is optional, all the 12
artists are free to decide that by using monochrome photography what part
of the visual word they wish to present.
We hope that our exhibiton can evoke the past and show the present and
let the visitors see the opportunities hidden in the photography of the future.
Artists:
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ALEIX PLADEMUNT – PEQUEÑAS INTERPRETACIONES
LITTLE INTERPRETATIONS

TOBE Gallery | 2014. 11. 03 – 12. 05.
Pequeñas Interpretaciones

-

-

-

Little Interpretations
-

tions in search of signs and symbols making reference to human actions and
their interrelationship with spaces and with each other. These signs are nothing more than social and ideological facts, images of ourselves. Caricatures.
Objects loaded with fantasy, yet at the same time signs to be decoded and

moved from their context to reveal their crucial incongruity, thus magnifying
their meaning and, at the same time, the irony of the images themselves.

74
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BENKŐ IMRE: UTAK / FOTÓK: 1971–2013
WAYS / PHOTOGRAPHS: 1971–2013

Körmendi Galéria | 2014. 11. 03 – 11. 20.

-

-

lations of the real world. I am interested in the subjective portrayal of man
and his environment, and I hence produce the original impressions of an era.
ist, but within the framework of the given era, I examine the multiplicity of

life possibilities. With the development of technology, the scenery is altered
and changed, while the generations are recalculated and replace each other,
and the enormous wheel of time and space continues to turn. Based on the
encounters I have had, my black and white analogue photos, arranged into

77

100 ÉVES A FOTÓ SZAK
A KÉPZŐ-ÉS IPARMŰVÉSZETI SZAKKÖZÉPISKOLÁBAN

78
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KIS SÁNDOR: A HARMADIK SZEM.
ROVAROK, AHOGY ÉN LÁTOM / THE THIRD EYE.

DÉL-AFRIKAI MOZAIK / SOUTH AFRICAN MOSAIC
2014. 11. 06 – 11. 30.
-

-

-

-

-

the beginning, like the beginner photographers usually do, he was interested
in any topic. He found his favourite topic, macro photography just two years
focus stacking. The photos of the insects on the exhibition are created with

the most characteristic parts of the insects in an aesthetical yet spectacular
composition.

80

Republic of South Africa and I travelled across the coastal regions of the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean
and Cape Town. The Republic of South Africa has
made tremendous way since that the apartheid regime was terminated in
1994, however, millions of people, mostly black people continue to live there in
poverty. The makeshift tinplate shacks of the slums have neither running water
nor toilets. Women and children have no other choice but to go to common
wells and toilets, where they are completely defenceless and cannot do anyextreme poverty in tinplates cities, wealth of Western European level, beauty
of nature and those remaining animals of the once-rich African fauna that live
in nature reserves: so I would like to display these contradictions by means of
photography in the framework of my exhibition.
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40/20 RÉKASI ATTILA FOTÓMŰVÉSZ
JUBILEUMI KIÁLLÍTÁSA KASSÁN / 40/20 JUBILEE EXHIBITION
OF PHOTOGRAPHER ATTILA RÉKASI IN KOŠICE
2014. 11. 06 – 12. 12.
-

The 40 year old photographer, Attila Rékasi started his career 20 years ago.
montages. We can see the associative, astounding, ironical and grotesk excreating the material conception, aesthetic consideration is also important to
the artist from Derecske.

DERECSKE TÖRTÉNETE KÉPEKBEN SZAKMAI FÓRUM

Derecskei Polgármesteri Hivatal Tanácsterme,
2014. 11. 18. 17:00

-
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JINSEI (ÉLET)
Jinsei
-

A Jinsei

-

his favourite subjects for his recent series: the core of human identity, the limits of understanding and is searching for answers of the questions raised by
human existence.
man-made constructions, which fusions are leading to free associations. This
total focusing on one syllabus, Dante’s spiritual turning point.
exhibition, and will not only contain the exhibited photographs, but many
others as well.
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NYOMOK I. / TRACES I.
KEREKES GÁBOR, ÉS PIER PENNINGS (NL) KÉPZŐMŰVÉSZEK

Art9 Galéria | 2014. 11. 07 – 11. 28.
Holland,

-

Pier Pennings
inak itt létét.
Kerekes Gábor: Az utolsó este
-

Contemporary Dutch and Hungarian artists’ works are on display. Traces indicate the presence of beasts and the relationship between the tenants once
occupying the space. Evidences left behind at the crime scene might lead to
the ones who left their traces there. The chocolate may contain traces of nuts.
Pier Pennings
Fixing traces of human existence. The tenants have just moved out with all
of their personal belongings. Only empty, colourful spaces have been left

Gábor Kerekes: The last night

the night with them. It sometimes occurs that for some that is the last night
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NYOMOK II.
ASZTALOS ZSOLT, JOHAN NIEUWENHUIZE (NL),
GERCO DE RUIJTER (NL) KÉPZŐMŰVÉSZEK

TRACES II.
ASZTALOS ZSOLT, JOHAN NIEUWENHUIZE (NL),
GERCO DE RUIJTER (NL) KÉPZŐMŰVÉSZEK

Galéria IX. | 2014. 11. 07 – 11. 20.

-

Zsolt Asztalos: Reproduction – photo series
We make reproductions of works of art that are considered important so that

-

its artistic value without us seeing the actual object. When taking the photo,
-

Asztalos Zsolt: Reprodukció

media and authors.
Johan Nieuwenhuize: “IMG”
Johan Nieuwenhuize: IMG_
abstract and semi-abstract photographical observations. Its theme is centred
»

(Robin van Emden)
(Robin van Emden)

Gerco de Ruijter: CROPS (2012, colour 3:24)
-

Gerco de Ruijter: CROPS (2012 Színes 3:24)

around the central rotating tap, irrigating green plantations on arid or semi-arColin Huizing (Curator of the Stedelijk Museum Schiedam)

-

Colin Huizing (a Stedelijk Múzeum Schiedam kurátora)
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VAN KÉPÜNK HOZZÁ?
A FÉNYTÖRŐK ALKOTÓCSOPORT KIÁLLÍTÁSA

BELLA NÉNI

Fise Galéria | 2014. 11. 18 – 12. 05.

Aranytíz Kultúrház | 2014. 11. 07 – 11. 28.

-

-

exhibition. We have been working together since 1997. In the beginning
twelve people were involved in our common shows recently eight are exhibited. During the two decades the mutual work has become friendship which
is the basis of our connection. The teenagers became fathers, fathers be-
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FUCHS LEHEL – FALUVÁROS

Patyolat kulturális befogadótér | 2014. 11. 07 – 11. 30.
(Fuchs Lehel)
A Faluváros

-

.Surviving the change, adapt it, or reserve the familiar. Consciously or instinctively. From the village to the city and then back, until we, or they all
disappear. Anyway, we’re on the move, but sometimes nor the environment,
(Fuchs Lehel)
The

book consists of 50 black-and-white photographs, organ-

compositions and content, offering different associations. The photos do not
other. Therefore, as the artist intended, the pictures are linked to each other
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VÉKÁS MAGDOLNA – AVIATIKA
-

VEDRES ÁGI KIÁLLÍTÁSA
MADAME BONBON BEMUTATJA – HISTORIA FEMINA /
MADAME BONBON PRESENTS: “HISTORIA FEMINA”

Telep Galéria | 2014. 11. 08 – 11. 22.

V. M.

V. M.

-

While picturing the private life of the artist herself, it intends to raise awarethe colorful and lovable aspects of women’s metropolitan existence in the
capitol city of Hungary.
in critical thinking, that is closely linked to the socio-cultural visual context.
and the presentation of the archaic relationship.
(translated by Tamara Varga)
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BARICZ KATI, AZ AMATŐR / KATI BARICZ, THE AMATEAUR
, aki-

-

-

-

Kati Baricz, the amateaur
one for whom photography is life since childhood. Obviously this is the part
sister wearing towered chignon in it. It consists the strange fashion photos
meaning citing the historical becamed Hungary. There are the memories and
and her books bringing photography, poetry and poetry of photography. Her
vibrating, seeming extravagant but set and stoned life philosophical personality directs her from exhibition and photobook to exhibition and photobook
daring the problems of existence.
faces us with its 2014th point
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„A KÖVETKEZŐ RÉSZ TARTALMÁBÓL”
VÁLOGATÁS A BUDAI RAJZISKOLA (BRI)
FOTOGRÁFIA SZAK 10 ÉVES ARCHÍVUMÁBÓL
Casati Art Corner Galéria | 2014. 11. 10 – 11. 28.

-

Education of photography to form independent and individual visual thinking.
nition, fantasy, creativity and idealism to provide the possibility for and responsibility of free choice. Personal relation with the object of recognition.
Workshop for the excellence of secondary education of photography, For independent personalities. Integration to the contemporary art discourse.
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PRIVÁT SZFÉRA
A BUDAI RAJZISKOLA (BRI) FOTOGRÁFIA
SZAKOS DIÁKJAINAK KIÁLLÍTÁSA
-

-

tegeikbe hatolva egyedivé.

their own family environments, using family photographs. The lyrical, absurd
membranes of the storytellers’ narratives to be transformed into statements
empowered by genuineness.
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KÖTELÉK – MOME FOTÓKIÁLLÍTÁS

Roham Bár kupola terme | 2014. 11. 11 – 11. 25.

-

-

-

-

shows how important siblings are for each other, while another set of pictures talks about family roots. There is also an artist who represents the reinvoked, when one looks at the pictures showing how can one live together
with ill people. What all these pictures have in common is that they talk about
importance of human bonds.

guests.

students.
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A DEBRECENI FOTOGRÁFIA ÉRTÉKEI ARCHÍVUMOKBAN
(ELŐADÁSOK ÉS BESZÉLGETÉSEK EGY ANKÉT ALKALMÁBÓL)

MOST ÉS ITT / HERE AND NOW

Rumbach Sebestyén utcai zsinagóga
2014. 10. 13 – 11. 28.

Ifjúsági Ház, Debrecen | 2014. 11. 11. 13.00-17.00.

-

-

-

-

lessly for the protection of the cultural heritage of the historic Jewish district
of Pest.

In the recent decades there have been countless institutions and collections
the Hungarian Photography, several institutions are collecting, archiving phoBihar County Archives of the National Archives of Hungary. Nevertheless, the
current situation of preserving old and contemporary photos in our city is not
soothing. To discuss the the state of the archives we would like to dedicate
serves the works of the old and contemporary photographers of Debrecen.

110

play the inhabitants of the area, the presence of the Jewish heritage and the
religious communities in the district, local workshops, retailers and places
district’s still endangered architectural heritage.
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RANDOM:14 JELEN-LÉT
-

-

-

-
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ASZTALOS ZSOLT: A MÁSOLAT / THE COPY

TALÁLT SZÖVEG / FOUND TEXT

Karinthy Szalon | 2014. 11. 18 – 12. 17.

Random Galéria | 2014. 11. 14 – 12. 10.
-

-

Kolozsi Bea

old postcards, letter fragments or notebook pages blown away by the wind.
Once such documents as parts of another-private-world used to be important for someone.

Bea Kolozsi
great cathedral, Stephanskirche, the only place worthy of the miracle. In

regarding the problems of creating pictures. Namely, the question is asked
message, the abstract idea conveyed by the image is enough.
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UNAOC

Osztrák Kulturális Fórum | 2014. 11. 18 – 12. 31.

désekben.
-

the possibility to develop common positions on different questions.

different perspectives on the topics of the conference. Youth from all over the
world have been invited to submit entries in one of the following categories:
Narrative on Diversity.
display.
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SZIMBIÓZIS – NEOKLASSZIKUS DIAPORÁMA /
SYMBIOSIS – NEOCLASSICAL DIAPORAMA

ABLAKOK, KÉTOLDALI TÜKRÖK

Cultiris Galéria – Örkény István könyvesbolt | 2014. 11. 19 – 12. 06.

Magyar Fotográfusok Háza – Mai Manó Ház
2014. 11. 19.

-

-

-

new possibilities of the digital era in photography, ranging from photo-montages to video. The term neo-classical refers to the pursuit of rendering emphasis to the associative relationship between image and sound, even in the
midst of various digital audiovisual technical achievements.

If the eye is the mirror of the soul, the window is mirror of the life.
You are his transparency just his openness uniform passage between the
aloof from before the world, it, who from the room considers get out, and
A window, thousands of pictorial one are opportunities. Not only it, you are
own, since not we may discover the surprises only, but the important marks
that there may be for us only possibly ones.
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HÁMOS GUSZTÁV: SAMPLE CITY

ALFÖLDI KÉZMŰVES FOTOGRÁFIÁK /
HAND-CRAFTED PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE PLAINS

Fuga – Budapesti Építészeti Központ | 2014. 11. 24 – 12. 14.
Sample City

2014. 11. 24 – 2015. 01. 05.
-

-

emlékeivel.
Sample City is personal urban perceptions, which we
interactions, economic relations, political conditions and private matters.
form of designations and marks engraved in house walls and paving slabs.
But what the city really is under this thick layer of signs, what it contains
or conceals, is what we are researching in the HIDDEN CITIES project.The
Hámos between 1975 and 2010. Each of these »city perceptions« depicts essential situations of urban experiences containing human and inhuman acts

to master techniques of old photographic printing processes and to create
artistic imaginary. The demand to rediscover and to use artistic craftsman
tography. The photographs on paper or other bearers created with these
historical processes brought considerably different appearance with them.
This happened not because of the applied photographic techniques but the
change of perception and skill of the more thoughtful and knowledgeable
printing process brought it along.

dictatorships, terrorist catastrophes.
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KÁROLY SÁNDOR ÁRON – CHRISTIAN OPRIS: MICROGRAF

Artbázis | 2014. 11. 25 – 12. 31.

-

Károly Sándor Áron: Gun Works

Cristian Opris: Micrograph
-

tion of them where the photography and the graphic reproductions are involved in the discussion on the possibility of the descreption of microcosmos.
Károly Sándor Áron: Gun Works (2014–)
This project intends to discover the artistic possibilities the weapons can have
about them and with the help of them. These series of images will not always

Cristian Opris: Micrograph
Cristian Opris clearly prefering engraving as artistic means and constantly
stirving for exquisite technic quality. He is never afraid of craftsmanship, on
the contrary he transforms it into the powerful tool for attaining artistic subobjects.
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IDŐVONAL / TIMELINE

Szentendrei Képtár | 2014. 06. 13 – 11. 30.

-

-

by means of altered photos in line with the latest art trends. The selected mateto give the green light to the exploration of various artistic problems of different
origin instead. Apart from art photography, the exhibition includes documentary
and press photography, photography dealing with subjective existential issues,
photos. The invited artists have created new photo projects or submitted works
of the exhibition refers to the virtual timeline on social media sites on which
we share our life events and follow other people’s lives. Although the timeline

attempt to map the subjective perception of time.
Kopin Katalin | art historian, curator of the exhibition
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KÖZÖNYÖSÖK / AMATOUR UNCONCERN

INTERMÉDIA FOTO(AN)ARCHÍV

Labor | 2014. 11. 18 – 11. 27.
-

-

-

-

Megtört szívek háza

Heartbreak House:
, explores moments of unconcern at the outbreak of the war.
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La Chasse

IMPRESSZUM / IMPRINT
of Hungarian Photographers’ Festival | 2014. 10. 29 – 11. 30. | www.fotohonap.hu
Festival Manager Szamódy Zsolt Olaf
Curator uhl Gabriella
Public Relations and Press
Programkoordinátor Program Manager Martonné Csapó Bea, Várnai Eszter
Szamódy Zsolt Olaf elnök / Chairman
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